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ABSTRACT 

The implementation of a nuclear waste management technology raises 
seven, issues concerning the regulation of social risk. This paper will 
present a decision analytic approach to resolving some of those issues. 
A methodology for developing a radiological risk measure is presented, and 
several approaches to defining acceptable levels of that risk measure are 
considered. The methodology presented is oriented toward the development 
of radiological performance objectives for use as guidance in the drafting 
of regulations. 

INTRODUCTION 
In developing regulations for nuclear waste management systems, the 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC) must make use of a measure 
of radiological social risk, and a standard of acceptability of that risk. 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is providing technical support for the NRC in 
that effort. The purpose of this paper is to report on the methodology being 
developed at Lawrence Livermore to generate a measure of radiological risk, 
determine an acceptable risk limit on that measure, and produce corresponding 
radiological performance objectives to be used as guidance in the drafting 
of regulations. 

The role of a radiological risk measure in the development of regula
tions may be clarified by a brief example. Consider a hypothetical choice 
faced by the NRC: whether or not to require increased waste packaging over 
what is currently planned. A risk analysis might show that this move would 
decrease risk of radioactive release to future generations, but would in
crease the risk to current radioactive waste workers. A radiological risk 
measure would combine these two forms of risk, so that the net effect on 
overall risk could be evaluated. If in fact the increased waste packaging 
is found to reduce overall social risk, the risk measure would be used in 
a determination of whether or not the risk represented by the waste manage
ment system would be acceptable with and without the increased waste packaging. 
If the increased laste packaging is found to be necessary to reduce the 
overall risk to an acceptable level, or if the reduction in risk is found 
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to be cost effective, the output of the analysis would recommend adoption 
of the more stringent packaging regulation. In this example, the risk 
measure is used directly in the evaluation of a regulation. However, the 
risk measure itself can be rather complex, and not amenable to convenient 
guidance in the drafting of regulations. For this reason, simpler versions 
of the risk measure are to be developed and used as radiological performance 
objectives. 

The next section describes the basic approach taken in this study to 
the evaluation of the social risk of a waste management system. The section 
after that briefly addresses several issues to be resolved in the develop
ment of a risk measure and the resulting radiological performance objectives. 
Following that, several approaches to the problem of defining a limit of 
acceptable risk are presented and compared. After a section presenting an 
example risk measure, the final section briefly summarizes conclusions and 
future directions for this effort. 

THE BASIC APPROACH 
Nature of the Risk Measure 

The development of a radiological risk measure can be characterized as 
a basis for performance-based regulations, where "performance" is specified 
to be radiological risk to humans. But at what level should that perfor
mance be measured? Consider the sequence of uncertain consequences of a 
particular regulatory strategy depicted in Figure 1. The square node at the 
left of the figure represents the decision faced by the NRC: a choice among 
regulatory strategies. Each branch to its right represents a particular 
decision, a particular set of regulations. Each circular node in the figure 
represents a state where any of a number of random events can take place, 
each represented by a branch to its right. If this tree were drawn completely, 
there would be a circular node at the right end of each branch, each with 
its set of branches. Each regulatory strategy results in a probability dis
tribution over waste management systems. Given a particular management 
system, there results a probability distribution over amounts of radioactivity 

Waste Concentration Dose 
Management 
System 

Figure 1. Schematic of the uncertain effects of a 
waste management regulatory strategy. 



released. Each level of release results in a probability distribution over 
concentrations of radionuclides in the nearest aquifer, and so on through 
exposure, dose, and finally health effects. 

A regulatory strategy can be evaluated in terms of the possible re
leases from the resulting waste management system, or possible resulting 
concentrations, exposures, doses, or health effects. As will be explained 
later in this .paper, the evaluation of different types of risks involves 
value judgments that are not necessarily to be made by people trained in 
radiation physics. Because of this, the risk measure must be in terms that 
non-technical people understand and care about. These considerations specify 
that the evaluation be at the health effect level. That specification 
assumes that the public does not care about dose or exposure except for the 
health effects that would result. It also assumes that the people whose 
values are to be used understand the implications of a health effect (can
cer, etc.) better than they do the implications of a dose (rem, etc.). 
Note that the development of a risk measure in terms of health effects does 
not mean that radiological performance objectives, regulations, regulation 
guides, or compliance measures must be expressed in those terms. These 
other levels of specification must be chosen considering their implementa-
bility. Regulations, for example, may be expressed in terms of release, 
even though they were developed using a health effect risk measure, or dose 
level radiological performance objectives, as a basis. 

Structure of the Evaluation Problem 
Once it has been .tablished that the risk measure should be expressed 

in terms of health effects, two basic evaluation problems remain. First, 
there are several different types of health effects. A cancer can be fatal 
or non-fatal. It can occur in a worker who in some sense had accepted the 
risk, or it can occur in a person who had no choice in the matter. It can 
occur now or in a future generation. The penultimate section presents an 
example risk measure that involves twelve different types of health effects. 
These health effect types must be evaluated by a single index that incor
porates value tradeoffs between types. 

The second basic evaluation problem involves the uncertainty in exactly 
what health effects will result from a given regulatory strategy. As de
picted in Figure 1, there are several stages between a regulatory strategy 
and a health effect, and each stage has a degree of uncertainty associated 
with it. To measure simply the expected set of health effects would miss 
entirely any social aversion to uncertainty. There may be a special public 
sensitivity to very-low-probability, very-bad-consequence scenarios (Fis-
choff et al., 1976). To the extent that it exists, this aversion to un
certainty should be incorporated into the risk measure in a logical, self-
consistent manner. 

The way in which these evaluation problems fit into an evaluation 
structure is depicted in Figure 2. As with Figure 1, the problem is pre
sented as one of deciding between regulatory strategies. The several ran
dom node fans of Figure 1 can be collapsed mathematically into the single 



probabi l i ty d istr ibut ion fan of Figure 2. Each ( i—) branch of the 
c i rcu lar (random event) node of Figure 2 represents a sequence of events, 
with a j o i n t probabil i ty p i , which results in the set of health effects 
(x-, . . . x^ . p i . This is the "Technical probabi l i ty judgment" segment 
of Figure 2. (The number of elements is selected to coincide with the 
example given later in th is paper.) F inal ly , the n-by-twelve matrix in the 
middle of Figure 2 must be evaluated in terms of a single, overall rad io logi 
cal r isk measure. That can be done by determining a health effect scalar equi
valent for each twelve-element set of health e f fects , x ] , then determining 
a health ef fect certainty equivalent, x B , or a health effect for sure that 
is equivalent in social value to the probabil i ty d is t r ibut ion over health effect 
scalar equivalents <p- *i} This process is represented by the "Value judgment" 
segment of Figure 2. Once the health effects of a given regulatory strategy 
have been assessed on a single radiological risk measure ($), different re
gulatory strategies can be compared in simple, cost-vs.-radiological risk 
terms, and acceptability of risk can be expressed in terms of an accept/reject 
limit on that risk measure. 

Probabilities 

Health Effects [HE) 

X . , X 1 ; X, 

HE scalar 
equivalent 

Figure 2. Evaluation of a regulatory strategy, 
accounting for mult iple health effect 
types and uncertainty. 

Note that one advantage of the decision analyt ic structure is the d iv i 
sion of labor between technologists and value source people. The technolo
gists are asked only for technical probabil i ty judgments, while the value 
source people are asked only for value judgments. 

Evaluation Methodology 

The names of the segments of Figure 2 are careful ly chosen, lhe evalua
t ion of the n-by-twelve matrix cannot be done without using social value 
judgments, impl ic i t ly or e x p l i c i t l y . The f i e l d of decision analysis has 
developed methodologies for incorporating individual value judgments into 
a self-consistent evaluation model (Raiffa, 1968; Bell et a l . , 1978). The 



methodology to be outlined here is mul t ia t t r ibute u t i l i t y analysis, developed 
by Keeney and Raiffa (1976). The essence of the approach in th is context 
is that a person whose values are to be modeled is asked to make choices 
between very simple sets of health effects and two-element probabil i ty 
distr ibut ions over health ef fects . Some choices are designed to reveal 
structural properties of the person's preferences ( e . g . , addi t iv i ty under 
certainty, add i t i v i ty under uncertainty, e tc . ) . Other choices are designed 
to reveal value tradeoffs between types of health e f fects . S t i l l other 
choices reveal* the person's at t i tude toward uncertainty. The preference 
function that sat isf ies the structural properties of the person's prefer
ences is then f i t t e d to his value tradeoff and uncertainty att i tude choices. 

I f certain behavioral assumptions are sa t is f ied , then the person's 
preferences concerning health ef fects can be represented by a u t i l i t y func
t ion of the form: 

u {ii>-? " J W ( 1 ) 

J 

or 

UUi) = n (1 + K k j U j U ^ ) ) , (2) 

where x^ = { x ^ , . . . x. . „ } , set of health effects (HE), 

K = parameter ref lect ing the degree of complementarity between HE 
types, 

k̂  = importance weight for HE type j , 
J 

u i = von Neumann Morgenstern u t i l i t y function on HE type j . 

The u.j's, k - ' s , and K a l l represent di f ferent qual i t ies of the person's 
J J 

value tradeoffs. This utility function can be used to get the HE scalar 
equivalent, x^, for each y^\ 

x;. - xj. 
x^ 3 U | x , ) = U(xJ, x » , . . . x j . . . . x j 2 ) , (3) 

where each x"j i s a standard value for that HE type. 

The u t i l i t y function of Equation (1) or (2) is a von Neumann Morgenstern 
u t i l i t y function (Luce and Rai f fa , 1957). This means that the probabi l i ty 
d is t r ibut ion over sets of health effects result ing from a given regulatory 
strategy, {p.j.x.j), can be evaluated by the expectation over u t i l i t i e s 
of each possible outcome, IT: 

W f f ^ X i ) ) a ? P i * U(x.i) • (4) 



The curvature of the u t i l i t y function U(^ ) represents the person's 
a t t i tude toward uncertainty. An uncertainty-averse person w i l l have a 
concave downward u t i l i t y funct ion, in which case Equation (4) w i l l discount 
the value of a regulatory strategy according to the degree of uncerta in! ' 
in the outcome of that strategy. In the same manner as Equation (3) , 
an HE certainty equivalent, x, can be defined for each regulatory strategy, 
represented by the result ing <p̂  »_x_̂ }: 

A A 
x = xv 

Xj_ 3 Z p ^ U - j ) = U ( x 1 , x £ , . . . x ^ , . . . x ° 2 ) , (5) 

where again the u^'s are standard values. 

The HE certainty equivalent, x, derived above is the radiological r isk 
measure for the regulatory strategy represented by the resulting {p-,_x..}. 
This r isk measure can be expressed as a function of {p- ,x.^) by invert ing 
Equation (5): A XUp.,^.}) = ̂ [ S p - U U ^ ; x|,...x],...xj2l. (6) 

where U (•) is the inverse of the multiattribute utility function U U ) , 
from the utility into the first argument, all other arguments held at stan
dard va'iues. Equation (6) emphasizes the role of U(x) as a transform equa
tion, 'f the dimension selected for the radiologicaT risk measure is, for 
example, the number of current fatalities, then X({p.,x-}) is the number 

A of "equivalent current fatalities." That is, X({p-,x..-l) is the number of 
1 A 

current f a ta l i t i e s such that a situation givinq r ise to {X( {p.,_x^}), x^,---
x? z>, for certain is held to be equally as bad as the situation giving r ise 
to the probabil i ty d is t r ibu t ion {p^ ,x^} . Note that the intermediate step 
of f inding the scalar equivalent x! for each x.̂  is not necessary with the 
multi a t t r ibute u t i l i t y approach, but was included in this discussion to clearly 
ident i fy the two evaluation tasks: modeling value tradeoffs and modeling 
at t i tude toward uncertainty. 

The past paragraphs have described how a radiological r isk measure 
can be developed. Reducing the complex description.of radiological r i sk , 
{p - .X j } , down to a single meaningful r isk measure, M {p-,x.-j)). such a s 

equivalent current f a t a l i t i e s , provides a basis for comparing two regulatory 
strategies, for comparing reductions in risk with the cost of achieving 
those reductions, and for comparing the r isk of nuclear waste management with 
the r isks of other technologies. The usefulness of these comparisons for 
providing guidance in the draft ing of regulations w i l l be discussed in 
the fol lowing sections. The central points of these paragraphs are that 
value judgments are necessary to th is process, and that the methodology pre
sented provides a way to incorporate those values in the appropriate seg
ment of the analysis in a structured, self-consistent way. 



Overview 
In the terms of the methodology described above, the development of 

a radiological risk measure and radiological performance objectives can 
be organized into four steps: 

1) Develop the form of the multiattribute utility function on 
health effects, U U ) , to be used to derive a radiological risk 
measure. 

2) Fit that utility function to the values of panels of people. 
3) Determine an accept/reject limit on the risk measure that is 

derived from the fitted utility function. 
4) Develop more simple, implementable versions of that risk measure 

and limit to use as radiological performance objectives. 
The remainder of this paper will discuss some of the major issues to be 
resolved in implementing these ,"our steps, and present an example risk 
measure. 

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ft RISK MEASURE 
AND RADIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 
Issues Concerning the Form of the Risk Measure 

Scope of the Risk Measure 
The risk measure as developed here is limited to radiological risk 

to humans. It misses for example mechanical risk to miners, environmental 
quality, and radiological risk to fish. This limitation in scope becomes 
important when minimizing radiological risk to humans may result in an 
important increase in another form of risk. One example would be if radio
logical risk to humans were to be minimized by requiring an extremely deep 
repository, at a significant expense in increased cave-in risk to miners. 
For this reason, the risk measure developed in this paper can only, be con
sidered as one of many inputs into the regulation drafting process. 

Aggregation of Values 
The values to be modeled in the risk measure are to be elicited from 

more than one person. Those individual values must be aggregated into a 
single preference structure. This of course is one form of the central 
problem of social choice, and has been treated at great length in that 
literature (Harsanyi, 1977; Arrow, 1977). The method to be adopted in this 
development involves the summing of the different utilities. The interested 
reader is referred to the report by Brock and Sauer (1978) for a detailed 
explanation and justification of this method of aggregation. 



Aggregation of Impact?,: Equity 
Any choice involving the regulation of nuclear waste implicitly in

volves an important equity choice. Such a choice affects the amount of 
risk imposed on workers and future neighbors of the waste management system, 
and the amount of economic benefits distributed to electricity users and 
the general U. S. economy. Any assessment of the impacts of a waste man
agement regulatory strategy should take into account this unequal distri
bution of risk's and benefits. But the proper way to incorporate considera
tion for this inequity in the drafting of regulations is far from clear. 
One approach to this problem is to include monetary compensation to the 
neighbors of the repository in the plans for a waste management system. 
This approach does not lend itself to incorporation in the risk measure. 
In fact the risk measure, as it has been presented here, cannot by itself 
be sensitive to the equity issue, since it only measures the risk side of 
the issue. However, the equity issue can be incorporated in this approach 
in the setting of the accept/reject limit on the risk measure. The more 
stringent the limit, the more money spent to reduce risk. As a result 
of this consideration, the amount of money to be spent to save an equivalent 
current life (that is, to .educe Xftp^.x^l) by one) is one of the value 
tradeoffs to be measured in the value elicitation. The magnitude of this 
value tradeoff directly reflects the desire for equity, since it represents 
the amount of money that should be given up by those people at benefit for 
the sake of reducing the hazard to those people at risk. The details of 
how this judgment can be used to set the accept/reject limit on the risk 
measure will be explained in the next section. 

Normative Versus Descriptive Mature of the Risk Measure 
Several choices must be made in the development of the risk measure 

that involve the degree to which the measure is normative, as opposed to 
descriptive of public values. For example, suppose that the people whose 
values are to be assessed feel that a technology is unacceptable if one 
possible consequence is very bad, independent of its probability. The risk 
measure as developed here cannot be descriptive of such values. In fact, 
that sort of judgment cannot arise in the value elicitation procedure, 
which carefully separates probabilities from values. The incorporation of 
attitudes toward uncertainty in the risk measure conforms to the von Neumann 
Morgenstern expected utility approach. The structure of the evaluation 
(see Figure 2) incorporates probabilities in a logical, self-consistent 
way, independent of value judgments. Combining these probabilities with 
values in the expected utility calculation (Equation (4)) allows a very 
low probability to mitigate the importance of any possible consequence, 
while at the same time modeling disproportionate aversion to very bad 
consequences, and aversion to uncertainty. 

A second example normative/descriptive choice: Suppose the people 
whose values are to be assessed prefer a neturally-caused cancer to an 
identical, nuclear-caused one. The risk measure as developed here cannot 
be descriptive of these values, either. That sort of judgment cannot arise 
in the value elicitation procedure, which assesses values concerning health 



effects without specifying the cause. The analysis is designed to avoid 
biases due to pro-nuclear or anti-nuclear attitudes. The point of the 
risk measure is to evaluate the risk independent of its cause. 

On the descriptive side, the risk measure is to be fitted to individual 
value tradeoffs between different types of health effects, and individual 
attitudes toward uncertainty. 

Fitting the Risk Measure 
A key issue in the form of analysis described here is the selection 

of the people whose values are to be incorporated in the risk measure. 
Ideally, the values to be represented are those of the American public. 
However, the value elicitation process requires a one-to-two-hour, face-to-
face interview with a very skilled interviewer, only one person elicited per 
interview. With such expensive interviews and limited resources, a large-
sample survey is not feasible. In the study being conducted by Lawrence 
Livermore, the sample is limited to less than sixty people. The people to be 
interviewed, while they are to be elicited individually, are categorized into 
three "panels." 

The first category is the "prestigious" panel. This is a group of 
people who, because of their profession or their high professional sta
tion, might be considered to be acceptable sources for the expression of 
public values. Their value expressions may be generally respected because 
of the respectability of the value source. The second category is the 
"polarized" pa^el. This is a group of people who have openly and actively 
taken definite itands on the issue of nuclear waste management. This panel 
is balanced between pro- and anti-nuclear people. Their values are of inter
est because they have thought through the issues, are highly motivated, and 
to some degree reflect the political climate that NRC must face in promul
gating regulations. The third category is the "general" panel. There is 
no intention that this group be representative of the American public. The 
group is too small to attempt that well. It is composed largely of people 
less extraordinary than those on the prestigious panel, who remain open-
minded about the nuclear waste issue. A few people from the polarized panel 
are also on the general panel. Because all interviews are conducted indi
vidually, several general panels can be fabricated mathematically, with 
various mixes of polarized and open-minded people. The values of the gen
eral panel are of interest as they represent the most promising attempt at 
assessing values of the general public that can be made within the resource 
constraints. 

The values of each individual are to be aggregated into a single risk 
measure for each panel, with separate measures for the pro- and anti-nuclear 
polarized groups. No attempt is to be made to aggregate values across panels, 
unless there is a great deal of agreement across panels. The choice of 
which risk measure to use in developing regulations depends upon the degree 
of agreement found in the data collected. 



Converting the Risk Measure and Limit into Practical Radiological 
Performance Objectives 

While the risk measure is at the health effect level, for ease of 
implementation radiological performance objectives (RPO's) may be at a 
level of performance measure further to the left in Figure 1, such as the 
dose level. The risk measure and limit can be expressed as: 

fttPi.ii>> i \ ) { 7 ) 

A. 
where X(») is as defined in Equation (6), and as before, { p ^ , ^ } is a 
probabi l i ty d istr ibut ion over sets of health ef fects . One RPO corresponding 
to th is r isk measure and l i m i t might be: 

n t q k , ^ , ) l F o • ( 8 ) 

where fq^.aV} is a probabil i ty distr ibut ion over sets of doses. Elements 
of each dose set \ (or {d^. , . . .d^. , . . . d . )) could include dose to current 
radiation waste employee, dose to future maximum-diet man, dose to future 
average-diet man, etc. The function F^q^d^ } ) is that function that 
best predicts X ( { p * , ^ } ) , where {p|,.x,-} is the probabi l i ty d is t r ibu
t ion over sets of health effects that results from {q^c^ } . That i s : 

Pt = S P I J L I I ^ • qk • O) 

The quantity F in Condition (8) is selected such that i f any {qi.,di.} 
sat is f ies Condition (8) , then the resulting {p?,x^} sat isf ies Condition 

1 ~ ' A 
(7) . Note that , since FUq^.d^}) is an imperfect predictor of X( { p | , x . } ) , 
Condition (8) must be conservative with respect to Condition (7). That i s , 
there can be {qi.,aV} distr ibut ions which f a i l Condition (8) that resul t 
in { p * , ^ } distr ibut ions that pass Condition (7). 

The function F({qk,cL }) may be extremely complicated and not very 
useful guidance for the draf t ing of regulations. Perhaps a simpler form, 
while giving up some accuracy in the representation of values, would be a 
more ef fect ive RPO. One example of such an RPO would be: 

G({o\}) £ G 0 , (10) 

where { d ^ is the set of expected doses, or perhaps certainty equivalent 
doses, one for each dose dimension mentioned above. The function G({d->) 

A J 
i s that function that best predicts X( {p* ,x - } ) , where- {p*,x-> results 

A i l l —1 
from {d.:}. The quantity GQ is selected such that i f any {d j j sat is f ies 

http://fttPi.ii


Condition (10), then the resulting (p^.Xj) satisfies Condition (7). This 
RPO could be simpli 
additive function: 
RPO could be simplified still further by approximating G({d-}) with an 

L k j ^ j < s 0 , (in 

or even by simply putting a l i m i t on each dose dimension: 

^ d ' , . . . ^ <d° ' d V d m • ( 1 2 ) 

The ultimate in simple RPO's would be to approximate the constraint of 
Condition (7) by a constraint on only one dose dimension: 

A x <_ d | , ( 1 3 ) 

where dt is selected such that i f any d^ sat isf ies Condition (13), the 
result ing tp^.x.^} sat isf ies Condition (7). 

Conditions (7), (8), and (10) through (13) represent an ordering of 
possible RPO's, from the most complex and accurate representation of values 
to the most simple RPO at the dose level . The simpler RPO's are more imple-
mentable and understandable, but are of necessity less representative of 
public values and more conservative, as explained above. The best choice 
of RPO's depends on the balancing of these considerations, and can only be 
done well i f the correlations among the various measures are known. 

DETERMINING THE ACCEPTABILITY OF SOCIAL RISK 

The previous sections have been concerned pr imari ly with the measure
ment of social r i sk . But regulations cannot be wr i t ten on the basis of a 
r isk measure alone. There must b 1 some determination of how safe is safe 
enough, of an acceptable r isk l i m r t , an accept/reject l i m i t on the r isk mea
sure. In th is section, eight d i f ferent ways to define acceptable r isk are 
presented and discussed. The section ends with recommendations as to whicn 
def in i t ions are most appropriate for di f ferent levels of available informa
t ion . 

Definit ions of Acceptable Risk Based on Considering Alternatives 

The four def ini t ions of acceptable risk presented in this subsection 
are based on the concept that the selection of an acceptable risk l i m i t is 
a decision problem, a choice among regulatory strategies involving the trading 
off of economic benefits against health r isks. This choice si tuat ion is 
represented in Figure 3. The abscissa is the level of safety result ing from 
the regulatory strategy, in terms of the risk measure, X({p^,x^}), discussed 
in previous sections. I f the r isk measure is expressed in equivalent current 



fatalities, then the abscissa is the negative of that, or equivalent lives 
saved, increasing to the right. The ordinate is the net economic benefit 
resulting from the regulatory strategy, consumer plus producer surplus, 
measured in dollars. This choice of axes separates the market, or internal 
impacts of the regulatory strategy from the non-market, or external impacts. 
The units of net economic benefit and safety are normalized per unit of 
waste, or equivalent megawatt-year (electric). 

Net 
economic 
benefit 

frontier 

Figure 3. Acceptable risk limits based on 
considering alternatives. 

The technical opportunity frontier in Figure 3 is the set of alternative 
efficient regulatory strategies, each represented by its economic benefit and 
safety outcome values. An efficient strategy is one that results in the most 
safety possible at a given hazard abatement cost (determining net economic 
benefit), or the least hazard abatement cost for a given level of safety. 
Within this efficient set, increased safety can only be obtained at increased 
hazard abatement cost, that is, at decreased net economic benefit, as indicated 
by the negative slope of the frontier in Figure 3. While the units of the axes 
are normalized per unit waste, the opportunity frontier cannot be described 
without some assumptions concerning the scale of future generation of nuclear 
waste, in part because of the existing stock of nuclear waste. 

An acceptable risk limit is a requirement that any waste management sys
tem be at least as safe as that limit, which would appear as a left-hand con
straint on the abscissa of Figure 3. But any regulation that represents social 
values must also be sensitive to the limit's impact on the ordinate. In the 



first three definitions of acceptable risk to follow, the technical opportunity 
frontier serves an important role by determining the economic impact of any 
acceptable risk limit. Assuming that any waste management system would maxi
mize net economic benefit subject to the acceptable risk limit as a constraint, 
the choice of an acceptable risk limit on the risk measure will lead to a regu
latory strategy and industry response with an economic benefit and safety outcome 
described by the point on the frontier directly above the acceptable risk limit. 

1. Acceptable Risk Limit as That Limit Requiring 
the Waste Management System to be Socially Optimal 
With this definition of acceptable risk, the selection of the acceptable 

risk 1imit is seen as a choice among alternative ways to regulate management of 
nuclear waste, or a choice among the resulting waste management systems. In this 
interpretation, an acceptable risk limit is that limit on the risk measure that 
requires the implementation of the waste management system corresponding to the 
socially optimal point on the technical opportunity frontier. The criterion of 
social optimality as used here refers to the maximization of social value, taking 
into account both economic and safety factors. The considerations necessary to 
determine the social optimum will be discussed later in this section. 

The axes of Figure 3 are not tied to any particular zero points, but mark 
the incremental changes in economic benefits and safety resulting from changes 
in regulatory strategies, here indexed by the acceptable risk limit placed on 
the abscissa. The ordinate values, then, do not reflect a calculation of the 
total economic benefits and costs of the nuclear fuel cycle, the benefit-pro
ducing system of which waste management is a vital part. Since waste management 
regulations affect only the waste hazard abatement costs, all other economic 
benefits and costs are considered constant. It follows that the ordinate in 
Figure 3 reflects only increasing hazard abatement costs in the downward direc
tion as regulations are stiffened. In the same manner, the abscissa in Figure 3 
does not measure the total safety of the nuclear fuel cycle, but reflects only 
increasing equivalent lives saved as regulations are stiffened and hazard abate
ment costs increased. 

The determination of an acceptable risk limit in this case amounts to 
determining the socially optimal point on the technical opportunity frontier. 
The determination of that optimum requires a trading off of net economic bene
fit against safety, expressed in dollars per life saved. If the value of that 
tradeoff is set at one million dollars per life saved, then any safety measures 
that save lives at that expense or less are to be required. But if a safety 
measure would spend five million dollars to save a life, that measure would not 
be required. This is not at all a pleasant tradeoff to consider, but it is one 
that is made, implicitly or explicitly, every time a highway is designed or an 
air travel safety regulation is set. In fact, an existing numerical guide for 
light water reactors calls for $1,000 to be spent per man rem reduction in 
release (Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, App. I, 1977). Using the value 

—4 of 1.8 x 10 cancers per man rem mentioned in the BEIR Report (National 
Academy of Sciences, 1972), this tradeoff corresponds roughly with the value 
of $5.6 million per life saved. This tradeoff may be seen as a recognition 



of the fact that our society is not willing to spend more than a certain 
amount of money to save an unidenufied life. 

In the case of waste management, the amount of money to be spent to 
save a life reflects more than simply the value of a life as considered in 
highway safety, where the populations at risk and at benefit roughly coincide. 
As mentioned in a previous section, that tradeoff for waste management in
volves a value for equity, as it represents the amount of money to be spent 
by the population at benefit to reduce hazard to the population at risk. If 
a regulation is set which requires a greater amount of money be spent to 
save a life than that amount called for by the social value tradeoff, then 
that regulation results in more than a certain sort of conservatism. It 
also results in a mi sal location of funds and a distortion of the value for 
equity, and so does not serve the best interests of society. 

The dollars per life saved tradeoff is represented in Figure 3 by the 
slope of indifference curves (lines) II, I T , and I"I". By definition, 
any two points on the same indifference curve represent economic benefit 
and safety outcomes that are of equivalent social value. It follows that 
the slope of an indifference curve reflects the amount of economic benefit 
that can be given up to produce a particular increase in safety while 
maintaining the same level of social value. Clearly, indifference curves 
further to the right in Figure 3 link outcomes of higher social value. It 
follows that the socially optimal point on the technical opportunity frontier 
is that point where the frontier is tangent to indifference curve II. So 
the acceptable risk limit such that nuclear waste is managed in a socially 
optimal manner is represented by limit A in Figure 3. That limit would 
lead to a waste management system where the amount of money spent to save 
a life would match the social value tradeoff. A more stringent limit, set 
to the right of limit A in Figure 3, would lead to a waste management system 
on a steeper part of the opportunity frontier, where more money would be 
spent to save a life than is in society's best interest. A less stringent 
limit would lead to less money spent to save a life than is called for by 
the social value tradeoff. 

Note that the analysis explained in these paragraphs and depicted in 
Figure 3 provides a clear jeparation of the set of efficient technical 
alternatives (opportunity frontier) from the critical social value (indif
ference curve slope, dollars per life saved). At the same time, the des
cription of the set of efficient technical alternatives requires the use 
of social values, as represented by the utility function of Equation (1) 
or (2), to evaluate the multi-dimensional health effects of each technical 
alternative in terms of the single risk measure of Equation (6), the abscissa 
variable of Figure 3. 

In sum, this first definition of acceptable risk is based on an accept
able risk limit such that the resulting management of nuclear waste is 
socially optimal. This limit is placed on the risk measure at the point 
corresponding to the optimum on the technical opportunity frontier, such as 
limit A in Figure 3. The basic points for and against this definition of 
acceptable risk are: 



PRO: 
. Treats the problem of what is an acceptable risk in terms of the actual 

decision problem faced by the regulator: the choice of the socially 
optimal regulatory strategy. 

. Assures that nuclear waste is managed in a socially optimal manner, with 
the appropriate amount of money spent per life saved. 

CON: 
. Only optimizes social values within the context of nuclear waste management. 

Would determine risk due to an optimized waste management system as accept
able even if non-nuclear alternative technologies could provide the same 
benefits at lower risk. 

. Depends on the technical opportunity frontier, and so requires data con
cerning technical alternatives (costs, safety performance) that is hard 
to obtain. Also, technical advances will expand the frontier, and so 
may shift the recommended acceptable risk limit. 

2. Acceptable Risk Limit as That Limit Requiring the Nuclear Fuel 
Cycle to Perform Better Than the Best Alternative Fuel Cycle 
With this definition of acceptable risk, the selection of the acceptable 

risk limit is seen as implementing a societal choice between fuel cycles (in
cluding conservation as a possible fuel cycle). By widening the scope of 
choice from among waste management systems to among fuel cycles, this de
finition provides a more broad-based criterion for acceptable risk than 
does the previous definition. As an example, suppose regulations for the 
firewood fuel cycle were being drafted. The first definition of acceptable 
risk would grant the risk from the firewood fuel cycle as acceptable as long 
as it operated at that point on its opportunity frontier where an appropriate 
amount of money was spent per life ? 'ed. But it could be that in its opti
mum configuration, the firewood fuel .ycle would cause five equivalent cur
rent fatalities per megawatt-year (electric) (ECF/MWYe) due to air pollution, 
while some alternative cycle (nuclear, coal, conservation, etc.) would only 
cause .5 ECF/MWYe. This second definition would then declare the risk from 
the firewood cycle unacceptable. 

While the second definition involves a more broad-based concept of 
acceptable risk, it is still framed in terms of a choice. It recognizes 
that the problem of determining acceptable risk is not one of arriving at 
some absolute criterion, but one of picking the best of the alternatives 
available to society. If some absolute criterion were chosen, and found 
to rule out all available energy alternatives, including conservation, then 
that criterion would be meaningless. It follows that the most absolute 
criterion of acceptable risk must involve a comparison of fuel cycles, and 
must declare acceptable only the risk resulting from that fuel cycle that 
offers the best economic benefit and safety performance for its particular 



scale and application. One problem with this more absolute second definition 
of acceptable risk is that in judging the acceptability of the entire nuclear 
fuel cycle, ft provides only indirect guidance for regulations concerning 
waste management alone. 

In order to see how to derive an acceptable risk limit from this second 
definition, consider the opportunity frontier of Figure 3 as the frontier 
for the nuclear fuel cycle. Now -Ksunie that point D represents the best 
alternative technology, that is, t optimum point on the opportunity fron
tier of all non-nuclear energy fuel cycles. The acceptable risk limit cor
responding to the second definition is limit B in Figure 3, that limit associ
ated with the higher point on the nuclear frontier that shares an indifference 
curve ( I ' D with the alternative technology point. Limit B assures that 
the nuclear fuel cycle serves society at least as well as the alternative 
fuel cycle. Even if the alternative fuel cycle was represented by point E 
in Figure 3, an economic benefit and safety performance not achievable by 
the nuclear fuel cycle, because point E is below the highest indifference 
curve achievable by nuclear technology (II), there exists an acceptable risk 
limit assuring that nuclear technology will do at least as well as point E. 
There is no such limit if the alternative technology is represented by 
point F, or any point above II. If this is the case, then no risk from 
nuclear technology is acceptable, and in fact an adjustment in the scale 
and application of the nuclear fuel cycle is in order. Note that, if the 
alternative technology falls below II in Figure 3, the second-definition 
limit is more lax than the first-definition limit (limit A). 

In sum, this second definition of acceptable risk is based on an accept
able risk limit such that the resulting nuclear fuel cycle serves society 
at least as well as the best alternative fuel cycle. This limit is placed 
on the risk measure at the point corresponding to the higher intersection 
of the nuclear fuel cycle opportunity frontier and the indifference curve 
through the point representing the alternative technology, as in limit B 
in Figure 3. The basic points for and against this second definition of 
acceptable risk are: 
PRO: 
. Treats the problem of what is an acceptable risk in the broadest scope 

possible: the choice of the socially optimal fuel cycle. 
• Assures that the nuclear fuel cycle performs at least as well as the 

best alternative fuel cycle. 

CON: 
. In constraining the f u l l fuel cycle, provides only indirect guidance for 

wr i t ing regulations for nuclear waste management. 

. Does not optimize wi th in the nuclear fuel cycle. May result in less 
money spent per l i f e saved than is social ly optimal. 



. Depends on the technical opportunity f ront iers of nuclear and non-nuclear 
f u l l fuel cycles, and so requires data concerning alternative technologies 
(cost, safety performance) that is hard to obtain. Also, technical ad
vances w i l l expand many f ron t i e rs , and so may s h i f t the recommended accept
able risk l i m i t . 

3. Acceptable Risk Limit as That Limit Requiring the Waste Management 
System to be Socially Optimal and the Nuclear Fuel Cycle to Perform 
Better than the Best Alternative Fuel CycTe 

This def in i t ion of acceptable r isk combines the previous two. The 
f i r s t de f in i t ion assures that the appropriate level of safety is achieved 
for the waste management technology, but may miss the fact that there is a 
better non-nuclear fuel cycle. The second def in i t ion assures that the 
nuclear fuel cycle is the best technology, but may lead to an underinvest
ment in safety. I t seems natural to combine these two def in i t ions, and use 
whichever of the two result ing r isk l im i ts is the most str ingent. This idea 
of a double l i m i t is essentially what is called for in the existing numerical 
guides for l i g h t water reactors, which cal l for both absolute l imi ts on 
dose and the dollars per l i f e saved tradeoff mentioned previously (see Code 
of Federal Regulations, Part 50, App. I , 1977). As was explained above, 
using the more stringent l i m i t means that i f the nuclear fuel cycle is the 
best technology for the scale and application under consideration, then the 
f i r s t - d e f i n i t i o n l im i t ( l im i t A in Figure 3) is binding. I f the nuclear 
fuel cycle cannot perform as well as the alternative technology for the 
scale and application under consideration, then the second-definition l i m i t 
is binding, and no degree of safety w i l l make the r isk of the nuclear fuel 
cycle acceptable. 

I f the organization served by th is analysis can only control the l i 
censing of waste management systems, then the scale of nuclear waste genera
t ion w i l l have to be taken as given. In that case, the second def in i t ion 
of acceptable r isk does not apply when i t s l i m i t would be binding, and so 
th is th i rd def in i t ion becomes ident ical to the f i r s t . 

The basic points for and against this th i rd de f in i t ion of acceptable 
risk are: 

PRO: 

. Treats the problem of what is an acceptable risk in terms of a choice 
between socially optimized fuel cycles. 

. Assures that nuclear waste is only generated when it is socially optimal 
to do so, and then that it is managed in a socially optimal manner, with 
the appropriate amount of money spent per life saved. 

CON: 
. (Same as last CON point of definition two.) 



4. Acceptable Risk Limit as That Limit Requiring the Nuclear Fuel 
Cycle to be More Safe than the Best Alternative Fuel Cycle 

Another way to define acceptable risk that retains the concept of 
choice among fuel cycles is to limit the nuclear fuel cycle to be safer 
than the best alternative fuel cycle, in terms of equivalent current fatali
ties per megawatt-year (electric). If the best alternative is represented 
by point D in Figure 3, then limit C would be the corresponding acceptable 
risk limit. This acceptable risk definition is similar to the second defini
tion, without giving credit to a fuel cycle for greater economic benefit. 
Note that this definition could result in an acceptable risk limit that 
the nuclear fuel cycle could meet even if the best alternative technology 
were clearly superior, as would be the case if the alternative were repre
sented by point F in Figure 3. It may seem that this definition eliminates 
the need to determine a particular amount of money per life saved. However, 
this definition is the same as definition two with a tradeoff value of an 
infinite amount of money per life saved. As the two examples above (alter
native fuel cycles at points D and F) have shown, this extreme tradeoff 
can work to ease or stiffen the acceptable risk limit the nuclear fuel cycle 
must meet. 

The basic points for and against this fourth definition of acceptable 
risk are: 
PRO: 
. Treats the problem of what is an acceptable risk in terms of the choice 

of the safest fuel cycle. 
. Easily understood concept of acceptable risk as risk per megawatt-year 

(electric) no greater than the corresponding risk of the best alternative 
technology. 

. Assures that the nuclear fuel cycle operates at least as safely as the 
best alternative technology. 

CON: 

. In constraining the f u l l fuel cycle, provides only indirect guidance 
for wr i t ing regulations for nuclear waste management. 

. Ooes not optimize wi th in the nuclear fuel cycle. May result in more 
or less money spent per l i f e saved than is social ly optimal. 

. While the determination of th is l i m i t does not depend on the nuclear 
fuel cycle opportunity f ron t ie r , i t does depend on the non-nuclear 
fuel cycle f ront iers , and so requires data concerning non-nuclear 
alternatives (cost, safety performance) that is hard to obtain. Also, 
technical advances w i l l expand many f ron t ie rs , and so may sh i f t the 
recommended acceptable r isk l i m i t to the r i gh t . 



Definitions of Acceptable Risk Independent of Alternatives 
The four definitions of acceptable risk presented in this subsection 

are not based on the choice and decision concepts of the previous sub
section, but are based on the concepts of risk context and direct judgment. 
The first three of these definitions are based on the idea that a risk is 
acceptable if it is not too different from the context of risks experienced 
in everyday li.fe, or those risks deemed acceptable by other regulations. 
The last definition is based simply on the idea that a risk is acceptable 
if it is deemed so by direct judgment. These four definitions were iden
tified and assembled by Stephen Watson, of Decisions and Designs Inc., as 
part of the waste management radiological performance objectives project at 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The reader is referred to an excellent dis
cussion and comparison of these and some of the previous definitions of 
acceptable risk by Watson (1978), who covers points largely complementary to 
those raised in this paper. Tnere are several points for and against the 
following four definitions which will be deferred to the last subsection, 
since they apply equally to all four definitions. 

5. Acceptable Risk as Risk Accepted in Observed Behavior 
People take risks in their everyday lives. They watch color TV, move 

to Denver (both activities increase radiation dose), drive cars, and use 
electric appliances. These risks are apparently generally accepted. It 
might follow that an acceptable risk limit for nuclear waste management 
should be set such that no individual be subject to an increase in risk 
greater than that caused by any of those activities. The basic points 
for and against this definition are: 
PRO: 
. Easily understandable concept of acceptable r isk as r isk no greater than 

risks commonly taken. 

. To the extent that people's behavior is a more accurate indicator of 
values than any stated preference, this procedure more closely repre
sents personal values than a procedure involving a u t i l i t y function 
f i t t e d to stated preferences. 

CON: 

. Does not account for the benefits of a technology as a reason for 
accepting the risk of a technology. 

. Makes several tenuous assumptions about how people behave: that ob
served accepted risks are taken with full knowledge of the probabilities 
and consequences, that people behave rationally when ma,.ing risky de
cisions, that people want government risk decisions to be made with 
the same attitude toward risk as they exhibit in everyday decisions 
that may not be carefully analyzed. 



6. Acceptable Risk as Risk Allowed by Other Nuclear Regulations 
The question of what risk is acceptable has in a sense already been 

answered for nuclear technology in the form of regulations concerning radia
tion safety (see Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20, 1977). It might 
follow that an acceptable risk limit should be set such that any risk due 
to nuclear waste management shall be less than the risk allowed by existing 
radiation safety regulations. The basic points for and against this defini
tion are: 
PRO: 
. Easily understandable concept of acceptable r isk as risk no greater than 

risks already sanctioned. 

. Has the advantage of legal precedence. I t has already been ruled that 
that amount of risk is acceptable. 

CON: 

. Does not account for the fact that benefits result only from the full 
fuel cycle, of which reactors and waste management are both parts. Yet 
the risks of the two segments add up as part of the total fuel cycle risk. 
The allocation of that risk among different segments of the fuel cycle 
should be done on an equal funds spent per life saved basis, not on an 
equal risk basis. 

7. Acceptable Risk as Risk of a Small Fraction of 
Natural Background Radiation 
This definition is related to the first definition of this subsection 

in that natural background radiation represents a context of risk against 
which to compare the risk of nuclear waste. In addition, there are geo
graphical and building-related fluctuations in natural background that 
people don't seem to worry about. It seems reasonable, then, to define 
acceptable risk as some small fraction of natural background, less than the 
incremental changes in background that people seem to ignore. The basic 
points for and against this definition are: 
PRO: 
. Easily understandable concept of acceptable r isk as risk no greater than 

that incremental r isk that is typical ly ignored when i t occurs as a 
change in natural background radiation. 

CON: 

. Does not account for the benefits involved in changing geographic lo
cation versus the benefits of nuclear power. 



Does not provide a rationale for determining just how small a fraction 
of natural background should be used. 

8. Acceptable Risk as Defined by Direct Judgment 
The most straightforward way to determine what risk is acceptable is 

simply to ask .people. This has actually been done and reported by Fis-
choff et al. (1976). In that study, people were asked for their perceived 
benefits and risks of several different technologies and activities, and 
the amount of adjustment required (if any) to make the risk acceptable. 
The basic points for and against this definition ire: 
PRO: 
. Most easily understood process of determining acceptable risk. 
. Accounts for the level of benefit in determining acceptable risk. 
. Involves the most direct expression of personal beliefs. 

CON: 
. Rationales used to arrive at the acceptable risk judgments remain in 

the heads of the respondents, and so are thoroughly concealed. 
. Requires the respondents to make judgments consistent with their actual 

preferences concerning a very complex matter, involving the considera
tion of the consequences of alternative judgments of acceptability. 

. Even if the respondents could make these judgments consistent with their 
actual preferences, this methodology assumes that they know the relevant 
technical opportunity frontiers. Because the respondents may not know 
those frontiers, their judgments may result in defining an infeasible 
level of acceptability. For example, the direct judgments may define 
an acceptable technology as one represented by a point lying above the 
I"I" indifference curve of Figure 3. Yet that standard is not achiev
able by any technology, nuclear or non-nuclear. 

Comparisons and Recommendations of Definitions of Acceptable Risk 
Alternative-Independent Versus Alternative-Based Definitions 
The alternative-independent definitions of acceptable risk (defini

tions 5 through 8) are at first glance more attractive than the alternative-
based ones (1 through 4) because they are easier to understand, require 
less difficult levels of information in their derivation, and are more abso
lute. However, they have a very basic flaw. While some of the alternative-
independent definitions are based on comparisons of risk, none are based 
on the one relevant comparison: which of the alternative energy strate
gies serves society best. The actual situation facing society as it makes 



energy-related safety decisions is a choice among energy strategies. I f 
a de f in i t ion of acceptable r isk is based on anything other than that 
choice, i t may either rule out a l l possible al ternat ives, or allow more 
than one, but is very unlikely to single out the best al ternat ive. I t 
could be maintained that the idea of an acceptable risk cr i ter ion is to 
provide an absolute risk maximum, with optimization l e f t as a second step 
(as in the structure of def in i t ion 3). But i f so, that absolute maximum 
had better allow at least one of the alternatives, or else i t w i l l be 
meaningless. -It follows that whoever sets the maximum must refer to the 
set of alternatives to assure i t s app l icab i l i ty , and so finds himself de
termining an alternative-based maximum after a l l . Once the cr i ter ion is 
found to be alternative-based, i t has lost i t s absoluteness and so is hard 
to defend unless i t corresponds with one of the f i r s t four def in i t ions of 
acceptable r i sk . 

One cr i t i c ism often brought against def in i t ions 5 through 7 is that 
they do not allow the benefits of a technology to be used to j us t i f y par
t i cu la r levels of r isk. After a l l , i f no benefit is associated with a 
technology, the appropriat? level of acceptable r isk for that technology 
should be zero. This argument is a more narrow version of the choice among 
alternatives appvoach used in th is paper. The benefits and risks of a 
technology are only realized to the extent they exceed the benefits and 
risks of the best alternative technology. 

Recommended Definit ions 

I f analysis resources are not severely constrained, the most defend-
able acceptable risk c r i te r ion i s def in i t ion 3, combining def in i t ions 1 
and 2 in to a cr i ter ion that requires safety optimization within an appro
pr iate ly scaled fuel cycle. I f the regulating body does not have control 
over the scale of the fuel cycle to be regulated, def in i t ion 3 becomes 
def in i t ion 1, a cr i ter ion requiring a socially optimized safety level for 
the regulated technology. Def ini t ion 4 is at t ract ive in i t s s impl ic i ty , 
but could lead to an indefensible misallocation of funds. 

I f analysis resources are severely constrained, then the extensive i n 
formation base necessary for the alternative-based defini t ions makes them 
inapplicable. In that case def in i t ion 6, acceptable risk determined by 
reference to similar exist ing regulations, becomes at t ract ive. While i t 
does not i t s e l f address the choice among alternatives that should be 
addressed, i t alone of the def ini t ions feasible with a low budget takes 
advantage of risk analysis work done by others with a similar type of 
r i sk . 

AN EXAMPLE RISK MEASURE 

As was explained in a previous section, the purpose of the risk mea
sure is to evaluate the very complex health ef fect consequences of a waste 
management regulatory strategy, expressed as a probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion 
over sets of health ef fects, {P - j , ^ } , in terms of a single number, X( {p- , x ^ j ) , 



such as equivalent current fatalities. This scalar risk measure is necessary 
to rank regulatory strategies in terms of the level of safety which they 
represent, to define the efficient set of regulatory strategies in terms of 
economic benefit and safety, to define the value tradeoff between economic 
benefit and safety in simple and meaningful terms, and finally to express 
the concept of acceptable risk in terms of a limit on the scale of the risk 
measure. 

As shown in Equation (6), the risk measure is based on a von Neumann 
Morgenstern multiattribute utility function, U U ) . This section will 
develop one example form of that utility function. Some of the ideas in this 
section are taken directly from a report by Ralph Keeney (1977). The reader 
is referred to that report for a more complete development of some of the 
concepts briefly touched on here. 

Arguments of the Utility Function 
The arguments of the utility function can best be defined by enumera

ting the considerations that might affect values concerning health effects. 
The first of these is when the health effect occurs. The time dimension can 
be divided into before and after the waste repository is sealed (pre-seal, 
post-seal). Perhaps the post-seal time period can be further divided into 
centuries, but for clarity and brevity in this example, only two time periods 
are used. The second consideration is how the health effects are grouped, 
whether or not they are bunched into catastrophes. A catastrophe is defined 
here as a set of health effects that are announced as having the same immedi
ate cause. The third consideration, suggested by Keeney, is how the impacts 
of the health effects are felt. A fatality in a catastrophe has a social 
impact on those who read about it in the papers and a personal impact on 
the victim and her family. The fourth consideration is how the health 
effect is incurred: voluntarily vs. involuntarily. Perhaps a better par
tition here would be occupation vs. nonoccupational. The final consid
eration included here is what sort of health effect is involved. While 
there could be a large number of health effect categories, for this example 
only two will be considered: fatal cancers and nonfatal cancers. 

Figure 4 illustrates how these five considerations can be organized 
into a hierarchy which exploits dependencies between categories. Note 
that there are no social impact branches for non-bunched health effects, 
and no voluntary or occupational health effects for the post-seal time 
period. For the two time periods used in this example, the hierarchy ter
minates in twelve arguments, ^ . . . x ^ ) , where each argument is simply 
the number of health effects fitting the description of its node in the 
hierarchy. Note that several health effects are counted twice, once for 
their personal impacts and once for their social impacts. While this 
apparent double counting requires some care in the value el i citation process, 
it causes no obvious formal difficulties. 



U (Health Effects) 

Pre-seal 
Post-seal Century 
century no. 1 no. 2 No. 3 

Personal Social 

Non-bu' --'led 

F N F N F N F N F N F N F N 
X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X l X 2 x 3 x a X 5 X 6 x 7 x 8 x 9 X 1 

V = Voluntary 
1 = Involuntary 
F = Fatal cancer 
N = Nonfatal cancer 

Non-bunched 

Personal Personal Social Personal 

Figure 4. Hierarchy of value dimensions. 

Structure of the U t i l i t y Function 

Start ing at the top of Figure 4, the f i r s t par t i t ion the u t i l i t y 
function must aggregate over is time. Because pre-seal preferences can't 
depend on post-seal outcomes, and probably a very small f ract ion of people 
impacted in the post-seal period w i l l be al ive in the pre-seal period, i t 
seems reasonable to assume the preference structure is additive over time. 
Using t l for the pre-seal subscript and t2 for post-seal: 

U U j , . . x 1 2 ) k t l u t l ( x l ' , , , X 8 ' + k t 2 u t 2 ( x 9 " *12'* 
(14) 

Because any bunched health effects will be different and considered apart 
from non-bunched health effects, it may be reasonable to assume additive 
preferences over this partition also. Using b for the bunched effect subscript 



and n for non-bunched: 
u t l(x l f...x 8) = k ^ U ^ . - . x ^ + k nu n l(x 5,...x 8), 

u t 2(x 9,...x 1 2) - kb ub2* x9' x10 ) + Kn un2^ xll' x12^' 

(15) 

The personal-social partition divides no" health effects but impacts of 
those health effects to two basically different populations. So here too, 
additivity seems reasonable. Using p for the personal impact subscript 
and s for social: 

u b l(x l s...x 4) = k p U p i U p . . ^ ) + k su s l(x 1,...x 4). 

(16) 
u b 2(x 9,x 1 Q) «= k p u p 2 ( x 9 , x 1 0 ) + k s u s 2 ( x g , x 1 0 ) 

u n l(x 5,...x 8) = k pu p l(x 5,...x 8) 

u n 2 ( x n , x 1 2 ) = k p u p 2 ( x n , x 1 2 ) 

The voluntary-involuntary pa r t i t i on is more involved. Since this par t i t i on 
represents mutually exclusive populations, the personal impacts can be 
assumed to be addit ive. However, i t is quite plausible that the social 
impact w i l l include some in teract ion. Using v for the voluntary ef fect 
subscript, in for involuntary, * for the personal impact basic health 
effect u t i l i t y function, a for the social impact basic function, and i n t 
for the interact ion weight: 

u p l ( x 1 , . . . x 4 ) = k v u T ( x 1 , x 2 ) + k i n u n ( x 3 , x 4 ) 

u p 2 ( x g , x 1 0 ) = k i n u u ( x 9 , x 1 Q ) 

u s l(x 1,...x 4) = k S i V u 0 ( x l f x 2 ) + k S i i n u 0 ( x 3 , x 4 ) 

+ k
s , l n t u o ( x l ' x 2 , u « ( x 3 ' x 4 ) 

u s 2(x g,x 1 0) = k S i 1 n u o ( x 9 , x 1 0 ) 

(17) 



Finally, since fatal and nonfatal cancers impact mutually exclusive popu
lations, it seems reasonable that personal impacts will be additive across 
health effect types. In addition, by the very nature of the personal impacts, 
it seems reasonable to assume additivity across impactees within each health 
effect type, indicating a linear utility function. On the other hand, there 
may be interactions in the social impact both across and within health effect 
types. Using 1 for the fatal cancer subscript and 2 for nonfatal: 

u"(x.,x2) = k.x. + k„x 2 , 
(18) 

u (x,,x,) = k iU.fx.) + k ,u,(x.,) + k . u, (x, ) J ; ( X 5 ) . 
u 1 c o,l 1 1 a,d I . o,int 1 1 C e. 

The overall utility function, U(j<), can be composed from equations of the 
form of Equations (14) through (18). 

The elicitation procedure must assess the von Neumann Morgenstern 
utility functions over the social impact of numbers of health effects of 
each type (u,,u 2). The procedure must also assess importance and inter
action weights (k ,,k ,,k . ,etc.) corresponding to tradeoffs between 
health effect types, voluntary vs. involuntary effects, personal vs. social 
impacts, bunched vs. nonbunched effects, and effects occurring in different 
time periods. 

CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
This paper has described a methodology for measuring the radiological 

risk due to nuclear waste management. That methodology is able to take 
a complex description of the consequences of a waste management regulatory 
strategy, a probability distribution over multiple-dimensioned outcomes, 
and reduce it to a single number, a risk measure. This risk measure is 
necessary to rank regulatory strategies and the resulting waste management 
systems in terms of the level of safety each represents. The risk measure 
provides a means to identify the set of regulatory strategies that are 
efficient in the sense of the most safety for a given cost. The risk measure 
can express the reduction in risk due to a regulation in simple, meaningful 
terms, so that the risk reduction can be compared with the cost of achiev
ing it. The risk measure provides a scale on which a limit of acceptable 
risk can be set, and on which the risk of nuclear waste management can be 
compared with other risks. Several definitions of acceptable risk were 
discussed in this paper, and particular definitions were recommended for 
different levels of analysis. In addition, ways were outlined to use a 
risk measure and acceptable risk limit to develop radiological performance 
objectives for use as guidance in writing regulations. 

Several key areas of difficulty stand out as directions for future 
work. Once such area is the development of improved ways to assess public 
preferences, and aggregate these preferences into a single risk measure. 
Another problem area is the determination of a definition of acceptable 



risk that fits into a clear analytic framework and is agreed upon by the 
various parties in the political and regulatory process charged with managing 
hazardous technology. The particular methodology outlined in this paper 
handles only the radiological risk of a new technology. This risk analysis 
should be interfaced with a more comprehensive evaluation of that technology. 

The methodology described in this paper provides a framework for the 
analysis of risk due to waste management or for that matter any other 
technology. -This framework can be used to organize available data into a 
structured basis for writing regulations to manage that risk. The method
ology clearly separates the roles of technical probability judgments from 
value judgments. It also clearly distinguishes the identification of the 
set of efficient technical alternatives from the crucial value tradeoff 
between cost and safety. This structuring of the analysis can serve to 
more precisely identify reasons for disagreement in questions of the safety 
of a particular technology, including the basic question of how safe is 
safe enough. 
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